Evidence of Impaired Cerebellar Connectivity at Rest and During Autonomic Maneuvers in Patients with Autonomic Failure.
The objective of the current study was to investigate whether patients with neurogenic orthostatic hypotension (NOH) secondary to autonomic failure have impaired functional connectivity between the cerebellum and central autonomic structures during autonomic challenges. Fifteen healthy controls (61 ± 14 years) and 15 NOH patients (67 ± 6 years; p = 0.12) completed the following tasks during a functional brain MRI: (1) 5 min of rest, (2) 5 min of lower-body negative pressure (LBNP) performed at - 35 mmHg, and (3) Three, 15-s Valsalva maneuvers (VM) at 40 mmHg. Functional connectivity (Conn Toolbox V18) between central autonomic structures and discrete cerebellar regions involved in cardiovascular autonomic control, including the vermis and posterior cerebellum, was assessed using a regions-of-interest approach during rest, LBNP and VM. Functional connectivity was contrasted between controls and patients with autonomic failure. At rest, controls had significantly more intra-cerebellar connectivity and more connectivity between cerebellar lobule 9 and key central autonomic structures, including: bilateral anterior insula (TR-value: 4.84; TL-value: 4.51), anterior cingulate cortex (T-value: 3.41) and bilateral thalamus (TR-value: 3.95; TL-value: 4.51). During autonomic maneuvers, controls showed significantly more connectivity between cardiovascular cerebellar regions (lobule 9 and anterior vermis) and important autonomic regulatory sites, including the brainstem, hippocampus and cingulate: vermis-brainstem (T-value: 4.31), lobule 9-brainstem (TR-value, 5.29; TL-value, 4.53), vermis-hippocampus (T-value, 4.63), and vermis-cingulate (T-value, 4.18). Anatomical and functional studies in animals and humans substantiate a significant role for the cerebellum in cardiovascular autonomic control during postural adjustments. In the current study, patients with NOH related to autonomic failure showed evidence of reduced connectivity between cardiovascular cerebellar regions and several important central autonomic structures, including the brainstem. The cerebellum is an established structure in cardiovascular autonomic control; therefore, evidence of impaired cerebellar connectivity to other autonomic structures may further contribute to the inability to properly regulate blood pressure during postural changes in NOH patients.